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Designer furniture has never sounded so good!

The Stereogram Reimagined
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Requiting a lifelong passion as modernity meets  
mid-century. I love music - art - theatre, all genres. For me, as 
a frustrated pianist and unashamed romantic, you can’t trump 
a thumping good melody. But whatever form or style rocks 

your boat you’ll surely agree that music’s ability to stir the emotions 
is unlike anything else. Perish the thought of living without coffee or 
wine, but I guess I’d get over it. As for music, well that’s a different 
matter altogether.

Profoundly expressed in the words of German philosopher, Friedrich 
Nietzsche, “without music life would be a mistake.”

Through reading this very brochure, you too no doubt hold a strong 
degree of empathy in your feelings towards music, if not necessarily 
wine and coffee! I’d wager also that you’re extremely discerning in how 
you like to experience your music.

I’m indebted to one of those rare moments of enlightenment from 
wherever it came. It is founded on a deep-rooted passion of music, art 
and theatre. For Tutti Audio’s Contemporary Audiophile Stereogram 
is the embodiment of them all. A breathtakingly powerful piece 
of performing art that conveys with unprecedented class how the 
warmth and ‘theatre’ of traditional analogue electronics can coexist 
with digital technology to deliver a visually and audibly enriching 
connection.

I’d like to single out master craftsman and fellow perfectionist, 
Nick Langan, for patiently helping to transform my ideas into 
compelling reality. Not forgetting David Shaw of Icon Audio, a true 
maestro of musicality.

Whether you’re a design consultant looking for a statement piece or a 
design conscious music lover with audiophile tendencies yearning to 
get the most out of each and every performance, something tells me 
your search is over!

Read on and let the show begin…

Intro

More info: www.tuttiaudio.co.uk
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ARTISANAL AND INNOVATIVE, WE PRODUCE MID-CENTURY MODERN ‘EYE-FI’ EQUIPMENT 
FOR DESIGN DISCERNING AUDIOPHILES. QUALITY, GROUNDBREAKING CREATIVITY WITH 
A SIZEABLE TWIST OF ‘RETRO’ PERMEATES EVERYTHING WE DESIGN, MAKE, DO AND 
REPRESENT.

Based in Cornwall UK
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THE PRESENT CATCHES UP WITH THE PAST

Whether you’re a digital or analogue devotee you’ll certainly see music differently with our contemporary audiophile 
stereogram – a mesmerizing design of unearthly aesthetics in concert with an infinite variety of high-end audio 
equipment options. You could say we have created the world’s first ‘Eye-Fi’ enabling you to make a spectacle of your 
music just the way you like it.

With vinyl and turntable sales once again 
rocketing, we believe the time has come to 
re-establish the mid-century delights of an ‘all 
in one’ Hi-Fi. Our contemporary take on the 

traditional ‘stereogram’ does this with aplomb. We’ve 
added a huge mid-century twist of ‘retro’ whilst avoiding 
the standard box-like form, incorporated the finest 
materials, levels of craftsmanship and audio engineering 
prowess to create something that looks as compelling as 
it sounds. 

Since the inception of ‘separates’, the unsightliness of 
a rack stacked with grey boxes hasn’t exactly resided in 
harmony with the modern home. 

Tutti Audio’s contemporary stereogram is the game 
changer, befitting pride of place in any living or 
entertaining space. If you are a design conscious music 
lover, with audiophile tendencies then this is going to rock 
your boat, big time!

The exclusiveness and artisanal nature of this modern 
classic will also appeal to interior designers, property 
developers and architects alike looking to create a striking, 
glamorous look and feel.    

As well as commanding immense presence, flexibility, 
adaptability and ease of customisation have also been 
overarching design considerations from the outset. 
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A modern 
classic is born



8 www.tuttiaudio.co.ukAn unearthly tour de force of immense style, presence and endless possibilities

Valve Amp Solid State Amp

Turntable CD

Streamer Tuner

Tape iPod

Analogue Digital

Headphones WiFi

Network Bluetooth

Sub Ext Speakers

USB RF

Choose or use your separates Connectivity

Tutti Audio can recommend, supply and install a large range of leading Hi Fi separates and equipment, including Icon Audio, 
Pro-Ject and Onkyo

Optical Custom
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Adaptable and future proof... 
Incorporate your own choice 
of separates, add, chop, 
change and update to suit your 
listening preferences
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Sheer theatre and presence is further enhanced by the inclusion of spectacular mood lighting
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Customise your look...
Stunning piano gloss finish to any colour of your choice
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Five substantially built equipment bays offer ample space 
for the bulkiest of separates. Independent ‘spike and 
cup’ vibration isolation is provided for each shelf with 
sufficient height for additional resonance dampers just for 
good measure. Removal of the isolated shelf from bay five 
opens up sufficient space for media storage with enough 
room for over seventy 12” vinyl albums.

Rear facing input/output panels offer an abundance of 
pre-wired analogue, digital, RF and filtered mains power 
interconnectivity as well as mood lighting control.  These 
can be customised and updated at any time to your 
exacting requirements.
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Eight inch diameter full range 90W ultra efficient 
audiophile loudspeakers by Icon Audio. Primarily 
designed and developed for use with high-end valve 
amplifiers, these impressive units present an easy load 
for any amplifier to drive, valve or solid state. 

You’ll be amazed at the features we have incorporated to ensure 
efficient and tidy cable management.  Unsightly interconnection 
cabling is eliminated through use of hidden cableways, accessed via 
discreet, premium quality metal brush curtain ports behind each 
equipment bay.

Precision made from solid hardwood and acoustically 
transparent speaker cloth, our striking retro inspired 
speaker frets add a  huge mid-century twist as well as 
protection from prying fingers.

Personalised prestige items are becoming increasingly 
popular, so why not have your name or insignia tastefully 
engraved into the stereogram’s speaker frets to further 
customise your look.
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SPECIFICATION OVERVIEW

Vital statistics
Overall width: 1700mm
Overall height: Lid up 1636mm           Lid down 1036mm
Overall depth: Flap down 720mm       Flap up 595mm

Hi Fi equipment mounting
Up to five vibration isolated equipment bays
Media storage for up 72, 12” vinyl albums

Construction/finish
Main semi-circular body: 25mm laminated – piano gloss
Upper deck assembly: solid 20mm walnut
Doors, legs, speaker frets, handles, on/off knob: solid walnut
Equipment shelves: 25mm walnut/veneer

Integral loudspeakers
Audiophile 8” full-range driver units by Icon Audio 
96db output, 1 watt @ 1 meter sensitivity  
Valve or solid state amplifier compatible to 90 watts @ 8 ohms
25mm thick ultra-rigid, 69 litre bass reflex enclosures 

Hardware
Cable management ports: chrome metal/brush curtain
Mood lighting: RGB LED strip - independent selector switches
Mains conditioning: audiophile grade multi-way with surge protection

Interfaces and controls 
Mains power cord: audiophile 3 core shielded
Master power on/off: front panel mounted behind access flap 
Power input/output panel: fuse, mains inlet/outlet connectors + RGB control
Signal input/output panel: pre-wired analogue, digital & RF breakout 
Gold plated, quality RCA phono interconnection leads
Gold plated loudspeaker terminals via high purity/low impedance cable

Tutti Audio reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice.

Tutti Audio can recommend, supply and install a large range of leading Hi Fi separates and equipment, 
including Icon Audio, Pro-Ject and Onkyo
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Built to perform, endure and adapt

Creating an all in one stereogram of aesthetic beauty on such a scale is one thing, ensuring it performs sonically to audiophile 
standards is another. No expense has been spared in the choice of materials, components and levels of craftsmanship. 
Aesthetics, rigidity, structural strength, performance and longevity remain the overarching design criteria, not budget. Every 
stereogram is hand built to order by master craftsmen in Cornwall with over 200 hours of passion applied to each cabinet 

alone. Unarguably, the result is a truly astonishing piece of high-end equipment, destined to become a modern classic. Unashamedly, 
we make no excuses whatsoever for our fastidious and over engineered design ethos. It just has to be so!

Bob Amos of Tutti Audio

Qualified electronics engineer, 
designer, entrepreneur, outright 
perfectionist, frustrated pianist 
and music nut, goes some way in 
summing up Tutti Audio founder and 
owner Bob Amos. ‘Cutting his teeth’ 
on valve and solid state TV, video 
and Hi-Fi throughout the 70’s and 

80’s, Bob was to eventually branch out into hi-end computer 
system engineering.  He went on to form a very successful, 
specialist electronics design and manufacturing company 
before finally selling up ten years later to a Swiss competitor 
in 2005.

Tutti Audio is privileged to work in 
close cooperation with talented Nick 
Langan of Journeyman Furniture – a 
key, handpicked supplier engaged with 
the responsibility of turning our designs 
into stunning reality. With twenty years 
of experience as a furniture maker he 
has worked on an impressive number of 
varied and prestigious projects across 

the UK before establishing Journeyman Furniture. He now works 
with personal clients and design professionals and a small team 
of craftspeople creating beautiful furniture. 

Nick Langan of Journeyman Furniture

Over 200 mastercraftsman hours goes into every 
cabinet alone! Every one hand-built to order
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Bravissimo Tutti Audio!

T: +44 (0) 1736 754117
M: 07583 113531
E: info@tuttiaudio.co.uk
W: www. tuttiaudio.co.uk

Tutti Audio


